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He Is Called Roberto Carlos Guel 

His is called Roberto Carlos Guel. 
He is behind bars. 
Why? 
There is no one to blame but my grandmother. 
Roberto Carlos Guel,  
he is my brother and I am afraid to be near him 
or to talk to him. 
But no matter what,  
I know that my older sweet brother  
is inside that angry, brutal, selfish, paranoid, messed up man 
that my grandmother created. 
Should he be blamed for a crime he committed 
but doesn’t remember? 
My grandmother, she gave her wings to my brother 
and he took them. 
And now he made Roberto Carlos Guel a monster that flies. 
The damage she did  
is not easy to heal. 

 
 

As the sky rains out atom bombs, 
they let the blood spill  
through the memories that we’ve lost. 

Let the innocent die and the guilty kill, 
the children perish  

as the apathy rises over the breathing. 
Every pain felt deep   

underneath our bare skin, 
left by the rusting blade. 

As the good ol’ American flag still stands 
behind the dead and the buried. 

Another fallen soldier without a name,  
another life stolen and torn apart. 

How many people  
shall we SACRIFICE for our greed? 

As the power in control sleeps easily 
and comfortable in silk sheets, 

as every human being outside of his riches 
lives in a battlefield. 

Just dying to live,  
so hard to survive  

the raping gunfire  
infecting and causing anguish, 

bullet holes left in our heads  
like a sweet kiss…now scarring. 

Breathing in a little more ruin,  
holding on strong to our gas masks. 

The dead wait uneasy  
for justice and liberty, 

while the living will never see hope again. 
Empty eyes that hold no future,  

reminiscing over our defeat and the loss. 
Holding onto my life,  
I’m going down in tragedy. 

 


